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finely tuned

Group polishes
Italian skills
By Alia Rapai
Assistant City Editor

guage better, which has helped him
in speaking it. He said this differs
from the emphasis on grammar,
Junior Brent Smothers practices reading and writing that is stressed
speaking Italian every week at in the classroom.
Starbucks so he can learn to comZucchi-Bingman has hosted
municate with his wife's family.
the conversations for six years
Smothers met his wife in Italy on and off, depending on student
after living there for two years. interest, she said.
He has been learning to speak
"I just thought there are people on
the language by taking courses campus who would like an inforat the University.
mal opportunity to speak Italian,"
When he found out about the Zucchi-Bingman said.
informal Italian conversations
She said they usually meet for
held every 'uiesday by Mariella an hour, but it may run longer if
Zucchi-Bingman, an instructor in the conversation gets going. Zucchithe Romance and Classical Studies Bingman said they typically talk
Department, he jumped on the about food, art and music, but the
chance to practice his Italian. The conversations can be focused on
conversations are hasted at 5 p.m. anything the students want to talk
and offer a chance to speak Italian about in Italian.
with other students and an instruc"We make everybody happy,"
tor for an hour once a week,
she said. "We talk about the cul"Why waste time studying ture too."
a language and not speak it?"
Zucchi-Bingman said people
Smothers said.
who are new to Italian, or just shy,
He said having these conversations beyond the classroom has
See ITALIAN | Page 5
taught him how to hear the lan-
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PERFORM: Students Katelyn Jahnke and Thomas Darlington play the horn and trumpet for a song called "Optional Stop Signs",
wntten by Benjamin Taylor.

Students compose own musical pieces for performance
By M*M Filby
Senior Reporter

Last night, Benjamin
Taylor heard something
he's never heard on the
radio: his own song.
Taylor is one of four student composers who got the
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CERAMICS: Greg Pugh. a research technician and 2010 University graduate dusts off a test bar
as part of his research in ceramic 5-D printing. Pugh is working on technology that allows artists to
create designs on a computer and then print them in 3-0. The printer transforms the digital image
into physical material layer by layer at a rate of about 1 inch per hour. 'It's like sheets of paper being
printed and stacked on top of each other, but it's sheets of powdered clay," Pugh said. For information on the University's 3-D printing program, go to wwwcefarmc3dprinting.com.

WORLD
US agent dies in shooting

opportunity to hear his music
performed at the Student
Composers' Forum on
Tuesday night in the Moore
Musical Arts Center.
The forum was the first of
two the College of Musical
Arts hosts each semester.
"It's kind of a potluck of

Ohio policeman hit while
directing traffic dies
UNI0NT0WN. Oho (AP) - Authorities in
northeast Ohio say a police officer was fatally
struck while directing morning rush-hour traffic
at a busy intersection.
The Summit County coroner's office says
46-year-old Uniontown police Capt. Daniel
Stiles died at Akron City Hospital about three
hours after the accident Tuesday morning
State Highway Patrol Lt Eric Sheppard says
the officer was struck by an eastbound sport
utility vehicle. He says the driver's vision may
have been affected by sun glare.
The driver stopped at the scene No immediate charges were filed.

Women defy gender stereotypes

it to be available to himself and others
who are disabled, and for the clubhouse to
be wheelchair accessible"
One of Miles mam complaints has
centered on the lack of wheelchair accessibility to the clubhouse - which is a converted farmhouse - and the golf carts.

Lawsuit against
University may not be
tried in front of jury

The two sides met earlier this week
and. according to Dunn, the judge is
urging a quick agreement and another
mediated conversation will be scheduled for March.

A lawsuit regarding the University Forest
Creason golf course may not be tried in
front of a jury, according to Owen B. Dunn
Jr. the representative for Michael Miles
Miles, who is in a wheelchair, has reportedly been complaining about the lack of
accommodations for the physically disabled
since he was a student at the University in
the early 1990s.
"Mr. Miles wants this golf course to be
able to be used by all" Dunn said "He wants

SPORTS

Since the University is partially taxfunded, the case falls under the Americans
with Disabilities Act
According to Dave Kielmeyer.
senior director of Communications,
the University cannot comment on
pending litigation.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What would you name your band?

Falcons fall to Akron

U.S. and Mexican officials are investigat-

Columnist Kate Noftsinger discusses how

The Akron men's basketball team made 16 3-

ing the death of one Immigration and

women from Egypt and the Middle East are

pointers. the most by any opponent in Anderson

Customs agent and another who was

getting more involved in social transformations

Arena history, as it cruised to an 89-54 win

wounded in northern Mexico | Pag« 3

instead of just standing by | Pagt 4

against BG Tuesday night | Pag« 6
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music," Taylor said. "Some of
it is experimental, but it's a lot
different from any music you
hear on the radio,"
Taylor's piece, called
Optional Stop Signs, featured
students Thomas Darlington

COOIGIESEY
Junior. Telecommunications
"This is not an exit." | P«g« 4
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Colorado Springs
police find live
grenade in park

2 Mass. churches
may remain open,
Vatican rules

Texas mom pleads
guilty to locking
child in closet

Judge denies bid
to disqualify judge
in Conn, case

Appeals court
overturns release
of Gitmo detainee

Gov. removes
abortion clinic
workers in probe

COLORADO SPRINGS.
Colo (AP)- Police in Colorado
Springs. Colo., have safely
exploded a live grenade that
was found in a park.

CHICOPEE.Mass-The
Vatican has ruled that two
western Massachusetts churches
closed by the Springfield Diocese
should remain open, including
one that parishioners have occupied for two years.

BROWNSVILLE. Texas (AP)
- A Texas mother has pleaded
guilty to charges of locking her
12-year-old daughter in a closet
every day after school for about
a year, only letting her out to use
the restroom and eat

NEW HAVEN. Conn.-A
Connecticut judge has denied
a man's motion to disqualify
another judge from his trial in a
deadly home invasion case.

WASHINGTON-A
Guantanamo Bay detainee who
says he was tortured has lost a
bid for his freedom after nine
years' imprisonment.

Parishioners learned Tuesday
that the Vatican ruled that
Bishop Timothy McDonnell had
not justified closing down the
churches in Adams and Chicopee.
meaning they remain open for

Leticia Ines was sentenced
to one year in prison but
a judge granted her time
served, meaning the 41-yearold Brownsville mother who
prosecutors described as now
homeless and jobless could be
free early as March 1.

Attorneys for Joshua
Komisarjevsky (koh-mib-sarJEFF'-ski) wanted New Haven
Superior Court Judge Jon Blue
removed from his trial in the
2007 murders of a mother and
her two daughters.

The federal appeals court in
Washington on Tuesday overturned a district court judge's
order granting Yemmi Saeed
Hatim's release from the U.S.
naval prison in Cuba.

HARRISBURG. Pa
- Pennsylvania Gov. Tom
Cotbett says he's removing a
number of state employees as
a result of an investigation into
a Philadelphia abortion clinic
where a doctor is accused of
performing illegal abortions
that resulted in the deaths of a
patient and viable infants.

Police say the modified
military-style hand grenade
was found Monday wrapped in
duct tape on the east shore of
Prospect Lake at Memorial Park.
Bomb technicians determined the device could have
hurt people within about 15 feet
if it had detonated.
Technicians are working to
reconstruct the device and are
trying to determine who modified it and put it in the park

worship It's not clear yet to what
extent they could be used.
The Vatican recently made
similar rulings in the Allentown
Diocese in Pennsylvania.
The Springfield Diocese
may appeal to the Vatican's
high court. A diocesan spokesman didn't immediately return
calls for comment.
Parishioners have occupied
the Adams church since 2008.
- Denise Lavoie and Jay
Lindsay (AP)

BLOTTER

MON., FEB. 14
11:15 P.M.
Zachary Coyne, of Groveport.
Ohio, was cited for possession of
marijuana at Harshman Dunbar.

Ines pleaded guilty Monday to
one count of injury to a child. Her
attorney. Alfredo Padilla. said
during the court hearing that Ines
confined her daughter for her
own protection because the girl
had psychological issues and had
tried to stab her brothers.
"Fortunately there was no
physical injury. The issue was
more of a gross lack of parenting
skill and the defendant's inability
to cope with a special needs
child." Cameron County District
Attorney Armando Villalobos
told The Brownsville Herald.

ONLINE: Go to bgviewscom (or the
complete blotter list.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-372-6966

But Judge Brian Fischer
denied the motion Tuesday
and said Blue's statements
showed no bias.
Authorities say Komisarjevsky
and Hayes killed Jennifer HawkePetit and her daughters, 11-yearold Michaela and 17-year-old
Hayley. in their Cheshire home

U.S. officials say Hatim
acknowledged that he worked
lor al-Qaida and the Taliban and
fought against American forces.
But Hatim says he only confessed
because he was repeatedly beaten, blindfolded and threatened
with rape while in U.S. custody.
-NedraPickler(AP)

Cotbett said Tuesday that
the employees worked at the
Department of Health and the
Department of State, which
licenses health care workers.
Corbett says that in some
cases he's accepted resignations.
Others have been dismissed outright. Some are suspended while
his aides investigate.
A grand jury that investigated
the clinic had scathing criticism
for Pennsylvania's state health
and medical regulators for allowing the conditions at the clinic to
exist unchecked for years.
Cotbett also says his administration has drawn up agency protocols lo better protect women.

Hayes was convicted and condemned to death in November.
-JohnChristoffersen(AP)

-Marc Levy (AP)

Marine faces return to brig in Iraq war crime case
Court of Appeals revisits court case four years after Marine is convicted of murder in the death of an unarmed man
By Julie Watson

eight months ago after a
lower military court ruled
his 2007 trial was unfair
SAN DIEGO — A Camp because his lead defense
I'endleton Marine will be lawyerquit shortly before it
sent back to the brig after began. The ruling marked
a military high court rein- a major blow to the milstated his Iraq murder con- itary's prosecution of U.S.
viction, his defense lawyer troops accused of killing
said Tuesday.
unarmed Iraqis.
The military's highSgt. Lawrence Hutcfains
will serve the remaining five est court. The Court of
years of his 11 -year sentence Appeals for the Armed
lot one of the government's Forces, said the problem
biggest Iraq war crime cases. was not grave enough to
llutchins was released overturn the conviction.
The Associated Press

*

They argued Blue repeatedly
made gratuitous comments
while presiding over the trial
of Steven Hayes, who also was
charged in the murders.

The court says appeals decisions issued since the ruling in
December 2009 have set new
legal precedent that must be
considered in Hatim's case.

The court on Tuesday
denied an appeal by
defense lawyer Babu Kaza
to reconsider its ruling last
month, and llutchins' commanding general rejected a
request by the defense to
use his military authority to
throw out the conviction.
TheMarineCorpstoldKaza
thai authorities were preparing to take llutchins back
to the brig on Wednesday,
llutchins spent Tuesday
saying goodbye to his 6-yearold daughter and wife, who

is six weeks pregnant.
Prosecutorssayliutchins
led a squad of six Marines
and a Navy corpsman who
dragged a man from his
home and killed him in the
Iraqi village of Hamdania
in 2006.
Hutchins, 26, had spent
nearly four years in prison
before being released. The
others in his squad served
less than 18 months.
llutchins said he was
not with his squad at the
time. He said they told him

they had killed an insurgent leader, and he did not
iearn the person was an
unarmed Iraqi until after
the investigation.
The Court of Appeals for
the Armed Forces has sent
the case back to the lower
court to see if it can show
that I Iutchins' defense team
was ineffective because the
lead lawyer had stepped
down. If the court cannot
prove that, llutchins will
have to serve the rest of his
sentence, Kaza said.
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WORLD BRIEFS
Kerry tries to
soothe Pakistan
diplomatic dispute

Brazilian police
chief quits after 30
cops busted

LAHORE. Pakistan - U.S.
Sen. John Kerry promised the
Pakistani people Tuesday that a
jailed U.S. embassy worker will
be subjected to a U.S. criminal
investigation i( he is released by
the Pakistani government.

RIO DE JANEIRO-The
head of Rio de Janeiro state's
investigative police resigned
Tuesday after an anti-corruption sting resulted in the
arrest of 30 officers, including the department's former
second-in-command.

Kerry also expressed regret
(or the deaths of two Pakistani
men in an apparent attempt to
smooth over relations with the
important ally in the war against
extremists and al-Qaeda while
still insisting that the American
needs to be released.
Raymond Allen Davis has been
held by Pakistani authorities since
he fatally shot two Pakistanis in
the eastern city of Lahore on Jan.
27. and his case has become a bitter point of contention between
Washington and Islamabad, whose
relationship is considered key to
ending the war in Afghanistan.
U.S. officials have said Davis
shot in sell-defense when two
armed men on a motorcycle
tried to rob him. Pakistani poke
officials have said they plan to try
him for murder, arguing that while
the Pakistanis did have a loaded
gun. there was no round in the
chamber, and saying Davis shot
one man as he was trying to flee

Analysts called the arrests
a significant blow to the
city's corrupt ways.
"This can be Rio's chance to
break definitively with these officers who commit illicit actions."
said Rodrigo Pimentel. a security
consultant and former leader
within an elite group of Brazil's
military police. "Poke in Rio
have been too close to crime."
The shake-up comes amid
a campaign by Rio officials to
break the grip violent drug
gangs have on poor slums
that cover huge swaths of the
city. Rio is host for the championship matches of the 2014
World Cup and then the 2016
Olympics and has promised
to reduce violent crime that at
times spills out from shantytowns into posh neighborhoods.
-Juliana Barbassa (AP)
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Haiti rebuilding
discussed by Clinton,
candidates
PORT-AU-PRINCE. Haiti
- Former U.S. President Bill
Clinton discussed the future of
efforts to reconstruct this earthquake-ravaged nation with two
candidates who will face off next
month in presidential elections
During his one-day visit.
Clinton met separately behind
closed doors at the Hotel
Karibe with carnival singer
Michel "Sweet Micky" Martelly
and former first lady Mirlande
Manigat, who will compete in a
March 20 runoff.
In response to a question from reporters after the
meeting, Martelly said he
thought ousted President JeanBertrand Aristide had a right to
return to the country.
"If there is a problem, the
justice system will take care of
it." he said "Right now, we have
a second round, and that is what
we are worried about."
Manigat later echoed
Martelly's sentiments, saying
Aristide has as much right to
return as did dictator JeanClaude "Baby Doc" Duvalier. who
remains in Haiti.

Radio station
reinstates fired
Mexican journalist

North Korean said
to defect across
fortified DMZ

Congress session
boycotted by
Chavez foes

MEXICO CITY (AP)-A
radio station has reinstated a
prominent journalist who was
fired from her news show, provoking a debate over freedom of
expression in Mexico.

SEOUL. South Korea (AP)
- A South Korean official says
a North Korean has defected
to the South by crossing the
heavily fortified border dividing the two countries.

CARACAS Venezuela (AP) Dozens of opposition Venezuelan
lawmakers boycotted a special
congressional session honoring
19th century independence hero
Simon Bolivar on Tuesday, saying
the guest speaker did not share
their democratic values

MVS said in a statement
that Carmen Aristegui will
return her morning drive-time
show next week.
The station said in a statement
Monday it decided to restore
Aristegui after discussions with
her and evaluating public comments about her program.
MVS announced Feb. 7 that
it had fired Aristegui because
she had violated the station's
code of ethics. It gave no
explanation but Aristegui said
she was let go for comments
she made about a lawmaker's
allegation that President Felipe
Calderon is an alcoholic.
The lawmaker offered no
evidence for his claim. Calderon's
offke has denied it.

The National Intelligence
Service official said Wednesday
that the defector is being
investigated after crossing the
DMZ on Tuesday.
The official declined to
give further details and spoke
anonymously because of
agency policies.

The speaker. Gen Henry
Rangel, suggested during a
newspaper interview last year
that Venezuela s military would
not accept an opposition
victory in the country's 2012
presidential vote.

Defections across the border
are rare. The vast majority of
North Koreans fleeing their communist homeland travel by land
through China and Southeast
Asia before arriving in the South

Opposition lawmaker Juan
Carlos Caldera said Rangel "told
the country that if Venezuelans
were to decide to change the
government in 2012" the military
would not accept it.

South Korea's Unification
Ministry says more than
20.000 North Koreans have
arrived in the South since the
Korean War ended in a ceasefire, not a peace treaty.

Chavez promoted the general after the comment, saying
Rangel had been unfairly criticized by the opposition.
Governing party lawmaker
Anstobulo Isturiz chided the
National Assembly's 67 opposition congressmen for boycotting
the session, saying they "look
down upon the armed forces."

-David McFadden(AP)

- Babar Dogar and Heidi Vogt
(AP)

US officaIs attacked
in Mexico City

Muslim Brotherhood seeks political
recognition in new democratic Egypt
By H.imz.i Hond.Twi and L«*

One enforcement agent killed, another injured
By Katherine Corcoran
The Associated Press

MEXICO CITY — A U.S.
Immigration and Customs
Enforcement agent was killed
and another wounded while
driving through northern
Mexico Tuesday, in a rare
attack on American officials
in this country, which is fighting powerful drug cartels.
Homeland
Security
Secretary lanet Napolitano
said one agent was critically
wounded in the attack and
died from his injuries, The
second agent was shot in the
arm and leg and remains in
stable condition.
"I'm deeply saddened by
the news that earlier today,
two U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE)
special agents assigned to
the ICE Attache office in
Mexico City were shot in the
line of duty while driving
between Mexico City and
Monterrey by unknown
assailants," she said.
U.S. and Mexican officials said they were working
closely together to investigate the shooting and find
those responsible.

"Let me be clear any act of
violence against our ICE personnel — or any DHS personnel — is an attack against all
those who serve our nation
and put their lives at risk for
our safety," Napolitano said.
"We remain committed in our
broader support for Mexico's
efforts to combat violence
within its borders."
The two agents were driving
in the northern state of San
Luis Potosi when they were
stopped at what appeared to
be a military checkpoint, said
one Mexican official, who
could not be named because
he was not authorized to
speak publicly about the case.
After they stopped, someone opened fire on them, the
official said.
San Luis Potosi police
said gunmen attacked two
people a blue Suburban on
Highway 57 between Mexico
City and Monterrey, near the
town of Santa Maria Del Rio,
at about 2:30 p.m.
Police said one person
was killed and another was
flown to a Mexico City hospital, though they couldn't
confirm the victims were the
ICE agents.

Obama told reporters.
The potential that the
Brotherhood will emerge
building democratic institutions,
CAIRO — The long banned
from Egypt's upheaval with
Muslim Brotherhood said
greater influence has worried
for strengthening an economy
Tuesday it will form a politimany Egyptians. It has raised
cal party once democracy
alarm bells in neighboring
that's taken a hit."
is established in Egypt, but
Israel and among some in the
Barack Obama j President
promised not to field a canUnited States, fearinga spread
didate for president, tryof Islamic militancy in the
ing to allay fears among enough to allow democratic military wants to hand power region. During his 29 years in
Egyptians and abroad that elections later this year.
to a government and elected power, Mubarak stoked such
it seeks power. Still, the funThe panel is comprised of president within six months, concerns at home and abroad,
damentalist movement is legal experts of various ide- the firmest timetable yet depicting his regime's authorpoised to be a significant ologies, including secular lib- outlined. The constitutional itarian grip as the only thing
eral scholars and three judges panel is supposed to propose standing between Egypt and
player in the new order.
Egypt's new military rulers from the current Supreme its changes within 10 days to a Brotherhood takeover.
gave a strong sign they rec- Constitutional Court, one of be put to a referendum.
But many in Egypt contend
ognize that the Brotherhood, them a Christian. The changIn Washington, President the Brotherhood's strength
which calls for creation of es aim to open the field for Barack Obama on Tuesday is exaggerated. Police crackan Islamic state in the Arab political parties to form, loos- praised Egypt's military downs on the group raised
world's most populous nation, en restrictions on who can council for working to set the sympathy for it in some quarcan no longer be barred from run for president and write stage for elections and a turn- ters. Government restricpolitics after the mass popu- in guarantees to prevent the over of the government back tions kept liberal opposition
lar uprising that forced out rampant election rigging that to civilian control.
parties weak, meaning the
President Hosni Mubarak.
ensured Mubarak's ruling
"Egypt's going to require Brotherhood was the only
help in building democratic organized vehicle for action
The
Armed
Forces party a lock on power.
Supreme Council included
The military is trying to institutions, for strength- against the regime.
a former Brotherhood law- push ahead quickly with ening an economy that's
Public apathy at elecmaker to an eight-member a transition. Generals from taken a hit. So far, at least, tions made the more motipanel tasked Tuesday with the Armed Forces Supreme we're seeing the right sig- vated pro-Brotherhood
amending the constitution Council said Tuesday the nals coming out of Egypt," voters loom larger.
Kaath

The Associated Press

"Egypt's going to require help in
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- Brent Smothers, University Junior, on studying Italian [see story, pg. 1]

PEOPLE ON THE STREET What would you name your band?
"Darkness

"Bum', like from

"MOB. Money

grasping"

Gucci."

Over _ Qrk."

"A.RJSEY."

k
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Have your own tale on
KAILA
JUSTIN GARRETT.
Sophomore.
Computer Science

TERRIE TAYLOR,
Freshman,
Undecided

DONAHUE,
Freshman.
Marketing

outside with pots and pans to
bang out their grievances.
The Piazza del Popolo was
filled with those who think
the television tycoon's sleazy programming enforces
stereotypes and echoes
Berlusconi's real attitude
towards women.
While the country questions the allocation of their
resources, Italians are also
concerned about unemployment in a society that privileges men, which has many
young women aspiring to
be showgirls — like the one
Berlusconi propositioned.
"In a country where one in
two women does not work,
and economic disparity
with men is still so huge, the
body is seen as a viable shortcut," journalist and author
l.oredana I-ipperini.
One woman involved in
Berlusconi's sex scandal
confirmed these fears, calling school "a waste of time"
and explaining that fraternizing with wealthy men,
like the Prime Minister, was
a more efficient ticket to
financial stability.
Further North, Iceland is
also experiencing a gendered
economic crisis and women's
discontent has given way to
social action once again.
After learning women
earn only 65.65 percent of
their male co-workers wages,
women staged a walkout that
began at 2:55 pm; 65.65 percent of a 9 to 5 work day. The
soundtrack to this protest?
Dolly Parton's "9-5," suggest-

todays People On The

CLOPTON.
Sophomore.
Education

a question? Give us your

Street? Or a suggestion (or
feedback at bgviews.com.

Philosophy found in

Women around the world break free of
stereotypes and stand up to change society
In a culture where women
are typically subordinate,
press coverage revealed
Mahfouz and others were
shoulder-to-shoulder with
their allies and toe-to-toe
With the recent success in with the opposition in Tahrir
Egypt, it's time to consider Square. That fighting spirit
social transformations—and has spread from Tunisia to
Yemen. In fact, it was the
who's causing them.
Asmaa Mahfbuz is only 26 arrest of Yemen's most outyears old and credited with spoken woman activist that
launching Egypt's revolution. launched days of protesting.
While the mainstream
Known for her YouT'ube video
criticizing the President's media depicted violent
endless dictatorship, "the riots made up of men, the
girl who crushed Mubarak" real protests were peaceful
is one of many women across and inclusive—not to menthe Arab nations standing up tion effective.
lurther west, you could
and speaking out.
MahfollZ urged people to hear the notes of Aretha
break away from their com- Franklin's "Respect" swirling
puters, take to the streets, t hrough the air as thousands
and demand democracy. of women in Italy gathered for
The message went viral, another large demonstration.
reaching people across After Prime Minister Silvio
Bgypl and around the world. Berlusconi, 74, was accused
She offered to stand alone, of paying a 17-year-old girl
but found herself surround- showgirl for sex, women lead
ed by supporters on that weekend protests in more
fateful day in January—now than 280 cities.
known as the start of the
While prostitution is not
people's revolt.
a crime in Italy, sex with
The success prompted the a minor is. After years of
government to shut down illegal activity, this may be
social networking services the first time Berlusconi is
and limit internet access.
successfully charged with
"My family was so worried an offense.
During the reconstrucabout me and they told me
women are not harsh enough tion of 2009, the government
for that kind of confronta- promisedashelterforvictims
tion," Mahfbuz said. "They of domestic violence, but citinow tell me they are so proud zens are still waiting. Italian
of me. 1 knew that if I get women — tired of watching
scared and everybody gets their elderly, conservative
scared, then this country will Prime Minister either ignore
or degrade them — gathered
he lost for grxxl."

SHAUHDA
BROWN

popular TV shows

ing "want to move ahead, but
the boss won't seem to let me
in, I swear sometimes that
man is out to get me" is a rentable experience for women in
any country's workforce.
"Women Strike Back"
was arranged by Icelandic
women to draw attention to
"women's freedom from male
violence and closing the gender pay gap."
Inthesamespace.members
of the Feminist Association
stretched a red scarf across
an entire block to draw attention to the 270 rapes reported
in 2009 with only 7 convictions. Apparently Iceland is
experiencing a gap in justice
as well.
With an energetic women's
movement and a woman
Prime Minister, Iceland is
seen as the most feminist
place in the world. Yet the
world itself appears to be
increasingly more feminist.
From the Middle East
to the Netherlands, more
women are getting involved
and choosing to be effective,
ratherthanaffected. Withthe
help of the internet, national
movements are harnessing
international attention and
inspiring others, proving the
spirit of resistance is alive
and well with women around
the world.
Embracing a global consciousness, this truly is what
a third wave looks like.

Respond to Kale at
thenews@bgnews.com

Ethics taught in core classes relate to media
By Thomas Levin*
The Nevada Sagebrush
University of Nevada, Reno
College News Network

You know you are strange
the minute you find yourself
commenting on a film with
a question like, "I wonder if
that character is meant to
symbolize utilitarianism?"
It was during the movie
"2012" that I realized my philosophy classes had bled into
my life.
They turned simple TV
shows like "South Park" into
a philosophical text with
ideas explored, including
ethics, epistemology, metaphysics and political theory.
For those wondering
why they should care, first
remember that most TV
and film writers are educated in the liberal arts and
have a wide background in
philosophy.
Core humanities classes
have several philosophical texts, including Plato,
Boethius, Locke, Hobbes
and Rousseau. This means
ideas that one can find in
core humanities can also be
found in modern films.
For instance, in "The Dark
Knight," the ideathathumans
will act in their group's interest over all others in the boat
scene can be seen as the
Socratic idea that people will
always do what they see as
good, and not choose what
they see as evil.

Even reality shows such
as "The Biggest Loser,"
"American Idol" and "Jersey
Shore" have philosophical
implications.
The idea of catharsis invented by Aristotle explains how
watching someone else lose
weight, fail at singing and
party can help viewers let out
emotions associated with
that such as anger, depression and shyness, etc.
It also deals with the ethical problem of whether reality shows are doing the right
thing and not intervening
while cameras are rolling, such as in "Teen Mom,"
when one of the mothers
abused her boyfriend in
front of her child.
Whether this is acceptable
is an ethical problem that
society struggles with today.
Almost every product
of the media today can be
related to philosophy, but
the most important thing
is what the viewer thinks
while watching it.
When watching a show,
almost everyone thinks
about why the character is
doing what they're doing,
why it is important, or if what
they saw was the funniest
thing ever. Those things also
tie into philosophy.
The emotions that we feel
have to come from somewhere and how passions
play in with the thought
process are involved in all
kinds of philosophy.

Proposed plan to construct train system a waste of taxpayer money
Obama's $53 billion high-speed train network to send US back to the 19th century, only marginally reduce travel time between cities
By Brcca KHchan
The Nevada Sagebrush
University of Nevada. Reno
College News Network

Barack Obama will soon
present his 2011 budget to
Congress. In his State of the
Union address, President
Obama announced that citizens needed to focus their
attention on the infrastructure in the country. His specific example was Amtrak.
This week, our Conductor
in Chief will ask his engi-

neers to approve a six-year,
$53 billion dollar construction plan for an international
high-speed train network.
Amtrak is one of Joe Biden's
favorite things. He is living
out his childhood fantasy of
working on the railroad.
But no one seems to care if
Obama wastes our money on
a program that loses billions
of taxpayer dollars every year
to keep Biden happy.
Even if Amtrak spent $7
billion on track upgrades, it
would reduce the travel time

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews®bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hal

between Washington and
New York by only 25 minutes.
High-speed trains will
carry us around almost as
fast as cars but with more
inconvenience. Cars can
go anywhere.
Trains are stuck to their
rails. They will never get us
to our destinations as quickly
as a car or plane can.
Plus, there is the whole
issue of acquiring land
from the more urbanized
parts of the country. Just
building the service alone

will cost about $10 billion.
It's not Christmas. No
one wants a train under
their tree. In fact, the only
time a train is fun nowadays is if it has the words
"wine" or "Santa" in front of
it. Or if it is carrying young
wizards to Hogwarts.
Trains won't replace cars.
They can't go anywhere in
the big cities, and for those
who live in the more rural
areas, no one is going to
sit around and wait for a
scheduled train to take

them ten miles when they
can just drive and be there
in 15 minutes.
Investing in trains will just
take us back to the good ol'
19th century.
Heck, why don't we just
invest in covered wagons
so we can go anywhere
we want? They are environmentally friendly. Plus,
we can spend six glorious
months spending quality
time with our families and
catching cholera.
Oh, and don't forget the

delicious travel meal consisting of human flesh with a
hint of frostbite.
Wagons seem like a
much better waste of our
surplus of money. Just
think of how easy it will be
for al-Qaida to attack us.
Now, they won't need to
attend that pesky flight
school. All terrorists need is
some alcohol, a few horses
and some slinging guns.
Thank you, Conductor
Obama, you are really leading us down the right track.
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MUSIC

Williams was the only performer who's performance
From
was accompanied by electronic music.
on trumpet, Katelyn Jahnke
"It combined my sound with
on horn ;ind Kevin Fairbairn previously recorded sounds
on trombone. Taylor asked including some delays and
performers like Fairbairn, echoes," she said, "It adds this
who he knew from the col- sort of other-worldly effect
lege, to perform his piece at that you couldn't achieve
the forum.
with just a violin."
"It's good music by people
While
students
like
who are right here, right now Williams have been preparinstead of listening lo music ing for their performance for
by a bunch of old dead guys," several weeks, the forum took
Fairbairn said.
about two weeks to prepare.
Along with Fairbairn, other
Mihai Popean, a thirdstudents like Sally Williams year doctoral student, orgaperformed at the forum.
nized the forum by preparWiliams performed a ing fliers and acquiring
piece on violin by graduate equipment for the night of
student Timothy Ilarenda. the performances.
"There's a lot of behind-theDuring her performance,
Williams was accompanied scenes work in putting everyby electronic music that thing together," Popean said.
"But this is a good experience
Harenda composed.
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for us to come together as a
music program."
The responsibility to put
together the forums each
semester is passed around
among doctoral students in
the College of Musical Arts,
Mihai said. In March, Mihai
or another doctoral student
will begin planning for the
second Student Composers'
Forum of the semester.
Although the first forum is
over, student composers like
Taylor are already preparing
for even bigger opportunities.
Taylor will watch another
of his pieces performed by a
wind ensemble this Friday at
8 p.m. in the Moore Musical
Arts Center.
"Most of us have multiple
performances, but to get an
ensemble of 60 people to
perform your music is truly
amazing," Taylor said.

PHOTOS BY HANNAH WRUNG

COMPOSITION: Students Kevin Fairbairn. Katelyn Jahnke and Thomas Darlington perform Benjamin Taylor's song "Optional
Stop Signs" at the first Student Composers' Forum of the semester.

ITALIAN
From Page 1

should not be intimidated
about sitting in on the conversations.
"It's all about listening.
Language learning starts
with listening," she said. "You
don't even have lo say a word
and you'll still learn a lot."
Senior Scott Mastrocinque
began meeting with the
group last semester after
hearing about il in his first
Italian class.
He said he is Interested
in learning Italian because
he is Italian himself, and
he remembers hearing his
grandparents speak a dialect of Italian when he was
growing up.

Mastrocinque started tak- and she'll help you."
ing French at the University
He said he has learned
to fulfill a foreign language different aspects of the lanrequirement for his degree, guage from these informal
but said he switched to conversations compared to
Italian as soon as he found learning in the classroom,
out it was available.
including ways to clean up
He said the combination his pronunciation and have
of having a personal interest a better understanding of the
in Italian and having/.ucchi- many different ways to say
Bingman as an instructor certain words and phrases.
has made him really enjoy
Mastrocinque also said
the process of learning a Zucchi-Bingman and the
foreign language, especially more advanced Italianthrough the casual Tuesday speaking students adjust
conversations.
automatically to whatever
"Students don't come, level of speaking other stubecause they think they dents are comfortable with.
might be scrutinized
"Nobody's here to prove
with the instructor here." anything," he said. "Just
Mastrocinque said. "Not share in the experience.
even in the slightest; we're Grab a coffee, grab a chair,
expected to make mis- spit out some words and see
takes. F.xperiment and try. how it goes."

PIANIST: Student Yiji,i Bu performs "tmpromtu- Dong Township Drumtower' by X
Etudes for Sob Piano" by Chin Ting Chan

the caucus legislative priorities.
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Kasich says they can have their
philosophical differences with him. but
they still must work together He
his door is open.

i
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Ohio governor
bemoans
partisanship
COLUMBUS Ohm-OhioGov.
John Kasich say* hes astounded
by the partisanship he's seen
between African Amencans and
whites, and between Democrats
and Republicans, since taking office
in January.
His remarks came Tuesday at
a luncheon hosted by a group of
black state lawmakers who have
criticized him for a iack of diversity
in his Cabinet.
It was Kasich's latest step
to mend fences with the Ohio
Legislative Black Caucus The two
parties also met Monday to discuss

Rep Sandra Williams of Clew
joked thai people attended the luncheon to see whether the governor
would come.
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Kasich received a standing '.

■ Jully

- Ann Sanner (AP)

.

Worthington
Industries forms
turbine partnership

Ml 500

COLUMBUS (AP)-Metaling company Worthington kldu |

rpotacion
is'.rial holding

Inc. plans to form a joint venn/e with
Gestamp Renewables to mak.
towers for wind turbines.

idustnal steel
vices.

Worthington makes metals products
including flat-rolled steel for 5i.'

Did y°u know...

FUN FACT:

Leonardo Da Vinci
invented the scissors.

Wi ALWAYS
TURN LEFT WHEN
EXITING; A CAVE

University Village &
University Courts
(one block
south
of campus)

Clough
&

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

Mercer

FOR FALL 2011
COLUMBIA
COURTS

HEINZ APTS

ENTERPRISE
SQUARE

451 & 424 Frazee
808 & 818 N. Enterprise

903-93S Thurstin

• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
•Furnished _.vtai
• Starting at SESL.
+ utilities
z-v
• On-site laundry
• Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal
■ Air conditioning &
Fireplaces available for
an additional cost

506 & 514 N. Enterprise

• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths

■ Furnished _r*C^-A-7
■Starting at £™ZZ3
+ utilities
T-^Tr-S
■ On-site laundry
• Air Conditioning
• Fireplace, Microwave.
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
■ Plenty of parking

i 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
■ Furnished
■ Starting at ^~ $9oo«n
+ utilities
-^""onH.;
■ On-site laundry
■Air Conditioning

VISIT OUR MODEL APARTMENTS
Thursay and Friday 1 -4pm
Saturday 10-3pm
or by appointment

1

Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
• Plenty of parking

(419)352-0164

FREE WIRELESS INTERNET
Hours
Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm
Saturday 10am - 3pm

- ..•,
WKUto
W^G

445 E Wooster St
Bowling Green OH 43402
419-352-0717
www greenbnarrentals com

GRIENIIIAR. INC.

e-mail: rentals@universityapartments.us
www.universityapartments.us (for office hours)

Newlove Rentals

525/507 E. Merry
520 E. Reed

332 S. Main (our only office)

419-352-5620

801/803 Fifth St.

www.newloverentals.com
t
«i

• Two bedrooms

• Close to campus
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"Why waste time studying a language and not speak it?"
Wednesday. February, 16,2011 4

- Brent Smothers, University Junior, on studying Italian [see story, pg. 1]

PEOPLE ON THE STREET What would you name your band?
"Darkness

"&W. like from

"MOB, Money

grasping."

Gucci."

Over ..Orb."

"A.R.TS.E.Y"

*
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KAIU
JUSTIN GARRETT,
Sophomore.
Compjter Science

TERRIE TAYLOR,
Freshman,
Undecided

DONAHUE.
Freshman.
Marketing

With the recent success in
Egypt, it's time to consider
social transformations—and
who's causing them.
Asmaa Mahfouz is only 26
years old and credited with
launching Egypt's revolution.
Known for her YouTube video
criticizing the President's
endless dictatorship, "the
girl who crushed Mubarak"
is one of many women across
the Arab nations standing up
and speaking out.
Mahfouz urged people to
break away from their computers, take to the streets,
and demand democracy.
The message went viral,
reaching people across
Egypt and around the world.
She offered to stand alone,
but found herself surrounded by supporters on that
fateful day in January—now
known as the start of the
people's revolt.
The success prompted the
government to shut down
social networking services
and limit internet access.
"My family was so worried
about me and they told me
women are not harsh enough
for that kind of confrontation," Mahfouz said. "They
now tell me they are so proud
of me. I knew that if I get
scared and everybody gets
scared, then this country will
be lost for good."

outside with pots and pans to
bang out their grievances.
The Piazza del Popolo was
filled with those who think
the television tycoon's sleazy programming enforces
stereotypes and echoes
Berlusconi's real attitude
towards women.
While the country questions the allocation of their
resources, Italians are also
concerned about unemployment in a society that privileges men, which has many
young women aspiring to
be showgirls — like the one
Berlusconi propositioned.
"In a country where one in
two women does not work,
and economic disparity
with men is still so huge, the
body is seen as a viable shortcut," journalist and author
11M vi 1 a n,i Lipperini.
One woman involved in
Berlusconi's sex scandal
confirmed these fears, calling school "a waste of time"
and explaining that fraternizing with wealthy men,
like the Prime Minister, was
a more efficient ticket to
financial stability.
Further North, Iceland is
also experiencing a gendered
economic crisis and women's
discontent has given way to
social action once again.
After learning women
earn only 65.65 percent of
their male co-workers wages,
women staged a walk out that
began at 2:55 pm; 65.65 percent of a 9 to 5 work day. The
soundtrack to this protest?
Dolly Parton's "9-5," suggest-

today's People On The

CLOPTON,
Sophomore.
Education

a guestlon? Give us your

Street? Or a suggestion for
feedback at bgvrewsxom.

Philosophy found in
popular TV shows

Women around the world break free of
stereotypes and stand up to change society
In a culture where women
are typically subordinate,
press coverage revealed
Mahfouz and others were
shoulder-to-shoulder with
their allies and toe-to-toe
with the opposition in Tahrir
Square. That fighting spirit
has spread from Tunisia to
Yemen. In fact, it was the
arrest of Yemen's most outspoken woman activist that
launched days of protesting.
While the mainstream
media depicted violent
riots made up of men, the
real protests were peaceful
and inclusive—not to mention effective.
Further west, you could
hear the notes of Aretha
Franklin's "Respect" swirling
through the air as thousands
of women in Italy gathered for
another large demonstration.
After Prime Minister Silvio
Berlusconi, 74, was accused
of paying a 17-year-old girl
showgirl for sex, women lead
weekend protests in more
than 280 cities.
While prostitution is not
a crime in Italy, sex with
a minor is. After years of
illegal activity, this may be
the first time Berlusconi is
successfully charged with
an offense.
During the reconstruction of 2009, the government
promised a shelter for victims
of domestic violence, but citizens are still waiting. Italian
women — tired of watching
their elderly, conservative
Prime Minister either ignore
or degrade them — gathered

SHAUNDA
BROWN

ing "want to move ahead, but
the boss won't seem to let me
in, I swear sometimes that
man is out to get me" is a relatable experience for women in
any country's workforce.
"Women Strike Back"
was arranged by Icelandic
women to draw attention to
"women's freedom from male
violence and closing the gender pay gap."
Inthesamespace,members
of the Feminist Association
stretched a red scarf across
an entire block to draw attention to the 270 rapes reported
in 2009 with only 7 convictions. Apparently Iceland is
experiencing a gap in justice
as well.
With an energetic women's
movement and a woman
Prime Minister, Iceland is
seen as the most feminist
place in the world. Yet the
world itself appears to be
increasingly more feminist.
From the Middle East
to the Netherlands, more
women are getting involved
and choosing to be effective,
ratherthanaffected. Withthe
help of the internet, national
movements are harnessing
international attention and
inspiring others, proving the
spirit of resistance is alive
and well with women around
theworid.
Embracing a global consciousness, this truly is what
a third wave looks like.

Respond to Kate at
thenews@bgnews.com

Ethics taught in core classes relate to media
By Thomai Levin*
The Nevada Sagebrush
University of Nevada. Reno
College News Network

You know you are strange
the minute you find yourself
commenting on a film with
a question like, "I wonder if
that character is meant to
symbolize utilitarianism?"
It was during the movie
"2012" that I realized my philosophy classes had bled into
my life.
They turned simple TV
shows like "South Park" into
a philosophical text with
ideas explored, including
ethics, epistemology, metaphysics and political theory.
For those wondering
why they should care, first
remember that most TV
and film writers are educated in the liberal arts and
have a wide background in
philosophy.
Core humanities classes
have several philosophical texts, including Plato,
Boethius, Locke, Hobbes
and Rousseau. This means
ideas that one can find in
core humanities can also be
found in modern Alms.
For instance, in "The Dark
Knight," theideathathumans
will act in their group's interest over all others in the boat
scene can be seen as the
Socratic idea that people will
always do what they see as
good, and not choose what
they see as evil.

Even reality shows such
as "The Biggest Loser,"
"American Idol" and "Jersey
Shore" have philosophical
implications.
The idea of catharsis invented by Aristotle explains how
watching someone else lose
weight, fail at singing and
party can help viewers let out
emotions associated with
that such as anger, depression and shyness, etc.
It also deals with the ethical problem of whether reality shows are doing the right
thing and not intervening
while cameras are rolling, such as in "Teen Mom,"
when one of the mothers
abused her boyfriend in
front of her child.
Whether this is acceptable
is an ethical problem that
society struggles with today.
Almost every product
of the media today can be
related to philosophy, but
the most important thing
is what the viewer thinks
while watching it.
When watching a show,
almost everyone thinks
about why the character is
doing what they're doing,
why it is important, or if what
they saw was the funniest
thing ever. Those things also
tie into philosophy.
The emotions that we feel
have to come from somewhere and how passions
play in with the thought
process are involved in all
kinds of philosophy.

Proposed plan to construct train system a waste of taxpayer money
Obama's $53 billion high-speed train network to send US back to the 19th century, only marginally reduce travel time between cities
By Becca Kitchen
The Nevada Sagebrush
University of Nevada, Reno
College News Network

Barack Obama will soon
present his 2011 budget to
Congress. In his State of the
Union address, President
Obama announced that citizens needed to focus their
attention on the infrastructure in the country. His specific example was Amtrak.
This week, our Conductor
in Chief will ask his engi-

neers to approve a six-year,
$53 billion dollar construction plan for an international
high-speed train network.
Amtrak is one of Joe Biden's
favorite things. He is Irving
out his childhood fantasy of
working on the railroad.
But no one seems to care if
Obama wastes our money on
a program that loses billions
of taxpayer dollars every year
to keep Biden happy.
Even if Amtrak spent $7
billion on track upgrades, it
would reduce the travel time

_
SPEAK YOUR MIND

between Washington and will cost about $10 billion.
New York by only 25 minutes.
It's not Christmas. No
High-speed trains will one wants a train under
carry us around almost as their tree. In fact, the only
fast as cars but with more time a train is fun nowainconvenience. Cars can days is if it has the words
go anywhere.
"wine" or "Santa" in front of
Trains are stuck to their it. Or if it is carrying young
rails. They will never get us wizards to Hogwarts.
to our destinations as quickly
Trains won't replace cars.
as a car or plane can.
They can't go anywhere in
Plus, there is the whole the big cities, and for those
issue of acquiring land who live in the more rural
from the more urbanized areas, no one is going to
parts of the country. Just sit around and wait for a
building the service alone scheduled train to take

them ten miles when they
can just drive and be there
in 15 minutes.
Investing in trains will just
take us back to the good of
19th century.
Heck, why don't we just
invest in covered wagons
so we can go anywhere
we want? They are environmentally friendly. Plus,
we can spend six glorious
months spending quality
time with our families and
catching cholera.
Oh, and don't forget the

delicious travel meal consisting of human flesh with a
hint of frostbite.
Wagons seem like a
much better waste of our
surplus of money. Just
think of how easy it will be
for al-Qaida to attack us.
Now, they won't need to
attend that pesky flight
school. All terrorists need is
some alcohol, a few horses
and some slinging guns.
Thank you, Conductor
Obama, you are really leading us down the right track.
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Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews®bgnewsx:om.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West HaB.
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MUSIC
From Page 1

on trumpet, Katelyn (ahnke
on horn and Kevin Fairbaim
on trombone. Taylor asked
performers like Fairbaim,
who he knew from the college, to perform his piece at
the forum.
"It's good music by people
who are right here, right now
instead of listening to music
by a bunch of old dead guys,"
Fairbaim said.
Along with Fairbaim, other
students like Sally Williams
performed at the forum.
Wiliams performed a
piece on violin by graduate
student Timothy Harenda.
During her performance,
Williams was accompanied
by electronic music that
Harenda composed.

Williams was the only performer who's performance
was accompanied by electronic music.
"It combined my sound with
previously recorded sounds
including some delays and
echoes," she said. "It adds this
sort of other-worldly effect
that you couldn't achieve
with just a violin."
While
students
like
Williams have been preparing for their performance for
several weeks, the forum took
about two weeks to prepare.
Mihai Popean, a thirdyear doctoral student, organized the forum by preparing fliers and acquiring
equipment for the night of
the performances.
"There's a lot of behind-thescenes work in putting everything together," Popean said.
"But this is a good experience
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for us to come together as a
music program."
The responsibility to put
together the forums each
semester is passed around
among doctoral students in
the College of Musical Arts,
Mihai said. In March, Mihai
or another doctoral student
will begin planning for the
second Student Composers'
Forum of the semester.
Although the first forum is
over, student composers like
Taylor are already preparing
for even bigger opportunities.
Taylor will watch another
of his pieces performed by a
wind ensemble this Friday at
8 p.m. in the Moore Musical
Arts Center.
"Most of us have multiple
performances, but to get an
ensemble of 60 people to
perform your music is truly
amazing," Taylor said.

PHOTOS BV HANNAH SPARLING

COMPOSITION: Students Kevin Fairbaim. Katelyn Jahnke and Thomas Darlington perform Benjamin Taylors song 'Optional

PIANIST: Student Vijia Bu performs 'Impromtu- Dong Township Drumtower" by Xiang Ping Zou. Bu also performed "Five

Stop Signs" at the first Student Composers' Forum of the semester.

Etudes for Solo Piano" by Chin Ting Chan

ITALIAN
From Page 1
should not be intimidated
about sitting in on the conversations.
"It's all about listening.
Language learning starts
with listening," she said. "You
don't even have to say a word
and you'll still leam a lot."
Senior Scott Mastrocinque
began meeting with the
group last semester after
hearing about it in his first
Italian class.
He said he is interested
in learning Italian because
he is Italian himself, and
he remembers hearing his
grandparents speak a dialect of Italian when he was
growing up.

Mastrocinque started taking French at the University
to fulfill a foreign language
requirement for his degree,
but said he switched to
Italian as soon as he found
out it was available.
He said the combination
of having a personal interest
in Italian and having ZucchiBingman as an instructor
has made him really enjoy
the process of learning a
foreign language, especially
through the casual Tuesday
conversations.
"Students don't come,
because they think they
might be scrutinized
with the instructor here,"
Mastrocinque said. "Not
even in the slightest; we're
expected to make mistakes. F.xperiment and try,

and she'll help you."
He said he has learned
different aspects of the language from these informal
conversations compared to
learning in the classroom,
including ways to clean up
his pronunciation and have
a better understanding of the
many different ways to say
certain words and phrases.
Mastrocinque also said
Zucchi-Bingman and the
more advanced Italianspeaking students adjust
automatically to whatever
level of speaking other students are comfortable with.
"Nobody's here to prove
anything," he said. "lust
share in the experience.
Grab a coffee, grab a chair,
spit out some words and see
how it goes."

the caucus legislative pnorities.

STATE
BRIEFS
:

ers and metal frames for the construclustry fhe company said the

Kasich says they can have their
philosophical differences with him. but

irv, .

they still must work together. He says
his door is open.

joint venture will be called Gestamp
Woithingtun Wind Steel LLC and
produce towers pnmarily for the North
American wind turbine market.

Ohio governor
bemoans
partisanship

The groups president. Democratic

COLUMBUi Oni. -OhioGov.

Rep Sandra Williams of Cleveland,

Ownership of the new venture will

joked thai people attended the lun-

be split 50-SO. Financial terms of the

cheon to see whether the governor

deal were not disclosed. The venture

would come.

John Kasich says he s "astounded"

Kasich received a standing ovation.

by the partisanship he's seen

- Ann Sanner (AP)

will build a ptoduction facility on 30
Cheyenne. Wye. that should
employ about ISO people when fully
operational.

between African Americans and
whites, and between Democrats
and Republicans, since taking office
in January.
His fematks came Tuesday at

Worthington said it eipects to ship

Worthington
Industries forms
turbine partnership

sections for wind turbine towers in
the first quarter 'if 20I2. and should
produce material for more than 300
towers per year.

a luncheon hosted by a group of
black state lawmakers who have
criticized him for a lack of diversity
in his Cabinet.
It was Kasich's latest step

COLUMBUS (AP)-Metal process-

Gestamp is part of Corporacion

ing company Worthington Industries

Gestamp. a Spanish industrial holding

Inc. plans to form a joint venture with

company focused on industrial steel

Gestamp Renewables to make metal

manufacturing services.

towers for wind turbines

to mend fences with the Ohio
Legislative Black Caucus The two
patties also met Monday to discuss

Worthington makes metals products
including flat-rolled steel for automak

Did you know...

FUN FACT:

Leonardo Da Vinci
nvented the scissors.

btti ALWAYS
TURN LEFT WHEN
OTNQ A CAVE
APARTMENTS FOR RENT

University Village &
University Courts
Clough

(one block

&

south
of campus)

Mercer

FOR FALL 2011
COLUMBIA
COURTS

HEINZ APTS

ENTERPRISE
SQUARE

451 & 424 Frazor
808 & 818 N. Enterpriio

903-935 Thurstln
• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
• Furnished
' Starting at'
+ utilities
• On-site laundry
• Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal
• Air conditioning &
Fireplaces available for
an additional cost

506 & 514 N. Enterprise

■ 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
• Furnished
' Starting at
+ utilities
■ On-site laundry
■ Air Conditioning
< Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
■ Plenty of parking

' 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
• Furnished
• Starting at ^" tsbo&
+ utilities
<7"*f mon(h;

VISIT OUR MODEL APARTMENTS
Thursay and Friday l-4pm
Saturday 10-3pm
or by appointment

• On-site laundry
• Air Conditioning
• Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
• Plenty of parking

(419)352-0164

FREE WIRELESS INTERNET
445 E Wooslei St
Rowling Green OH 43402
152-0717
www greenbriarrentals com

H
M
- Ttiday &a
Saturday 10am - 3pm

e-mail: rentals@universityapartments.us
www.universityapartments.us (for office hours)

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

525/507 E. Merry
520 E. Reed

419-352-5620

801/803 Fifth St.

www.newloverentals.com

A

• Two bedrooms
• Close to campus
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Falcons host Ohio in
Pink Zone game
By Paul Barney
Sports Editor

As the BCi women's basketball team
hits the final stretch of its season, the
hope for coach Curt Miller is to get
everybody going at the same time.
"It's interesting because when
Lauren | Prochaska) was struggling
with the injury and not being as
productive as she certainly is capable, )en Whl and Maggie Hennegan
put together some great stretches
and great play," Miller said. "Now
we got Lauren going again and
Maggie and Jen didn't have as good
of games as they've had."
Prochaska has carried much
of the scoring load during the
Falcons' last two games with a
combined 58 points.
This week the senior was named
the Mid-American Conference
Player of the Week and the Naismith
Trophy midseason list.
"She's had an unbelievable year
with the amount of schemes that
are thrown at her each and every
game," Miller said. "To have the
year that she's having is just a credit
to her and how talented she truly
is. It's not easy to be asked to do
what she does every single night
out, and 1 hope because of it she
gets rewarded with some of these
honors and accolades that she certainly deserves."
But because of how good Uhl

and Hennegan have been through
some of the team's stretches this
year, Miller said he is not going
to overanalyze the situation of
them being productive as the
season winds down.
With a limited number of practices left, BCI is looking to take advantage of every one of them as it prepares for the second go-around in
the MAC Hast and toward a top seed
in the MAC Tournament.
"We're back what we call the
fourth quarter, back in Last
games only and every game is

meaningful," Miller said.
Tonight, the Falcons (20-4, 8-3)
host Ohio (7-17,3-8) at 7 in Anderson
Arena in what is their annual Pink
Zone game, in support of breast cancer awareness.
The First 1,000 fans in attendance
will receive a free pink T-shirt.
Both teams have headed in
opposite directions since squaring
off with one another in the MAC
opener on Jan. 5.
The Falcons lead Kent State by
a game for first place in the MAC
Last while the Bobcats are fifth in
the standings.
"We like the position record-wise
that we have a game lead in the East
going down the Five game stretch,
but we certainly want to be playing better basketball, we need to
be playing better basketball," Miller
said. "We still have a lot of hard work
ahead of us."
Despite wins and losses, however,
Miller is not overlooking OU, who
BCi defeated 66-54 the First meeting.
"Ohio presents us with a lot of
issues," Miller said. "They're very,
very athletic and very aggressive
defensively. They are a team in our
league that has played more zone
than any team in our league, so
you have to be prepared to execute
against their zone."
The Bobcats are led by redshirt
junior guard Tenishia Benson,
who is averaging 13 points and 7.5
rebounds per game.
The big change for OU since its
first meeting with B(i, according
to Miller, has been the emergence
of freshman Shavon Robinson,
who is averaging 7.3 points per
game this season.
"When we played the first game in
MAC play she was their sixth leading scorer, and after MAC play she's
their second leading scorer," Miller
said. "The emergence of a very, very
talented player in Shavon Robinson
has made them a much more difficult matchup."

BYRON MACK ! IMF BGIItWS
FOUL Dee Brown is fouled on a shot attempt in Tuesday night's loss against Alron.

Men's basketball shut down
by Akron in 89-54 loss
By Paul Barnay
Sports Editor

The BG men's basketball team dug
itself into an early hole Tuesday
night, and all it could do was watch
as Akron kept piling on the dirt.
Ix'd by a team-high 18 points from
Brett McClanahan, the Zips used the
3-point shot, 16 of them, to bury the
Falcons 89-54 at Anderson Arena.
McClanahan shot 6-of-8 from
the field, including 6-of-7 from
behind the arc to pace Akron to

the most 3-pointers in Anderson
Arena by an opponent.
"|BG| just caught us on one of
our best games in the seven years
I've been here," said Zips coach
Keith Dambrot. "Things went well
for us, and we snowballed it."
McClanahan made two of his
first three 3-pointers in the first
half as good ball movement led to
wide open shots for Akron and an
18-point cushion at the half.
McClanahan picked up where
he left off in the first half as he

brought his Akron teammates up
off the bench in the second half as
he knocked down three, after three,
after three, after three.
The junior guard was a perfect 4for-4 from long range, a step up from
his 0-for-2 shooting effort in his first
career game at Anderson Arena.
"We were just grooving as a unit,"
McClanahan said. "When everybody else is shooting it in I might
RECAP

Men's golf team preparing
for spring portion of schedule
By Brandan Packart
Reporter

BYRON MACK ; IHfBGNtrtS
CONTACT: Lauren Prochaska dnves through two defenders against Toledo earlier this season.

FACEB00K

There still may be mountains of
snow on the ground, but the BG
men's golf team is ready to get
back to playing golf.
With team practices resuming at the beginning of the
spring semester, the Falcons
only have five tournaments to
prepare for their biggest tournament of the year: the MidAmerican Conference championship on April 29. The Falcons
are ready to start their journey
to winning the 2011 MAC title,
a feat the team hasn't accomplished since 1983.
"April is going to be our biggest
month," Coach Garry Winger said.
"By April, we need to see improvement from all our players."
But before the Falcons compete in Mason, Ohio for the MAC
title, they have a busy schedule
ahead of them. Their first spring
tournament is in Houston, Texas
at the Rice Intercollegiate hosted
by Rice University on February
21. This will be the first trip to
Rice for the Falcons ever, and

'Its not a secret; the team knows who's going. When
you order plane tickets you can't bring everyone.
Since it's the first tournament of the spring, I can
only go off of how they performed in the fall"
Gary Winger | Men's golf coach

they will be up against some knows who's going. When you
strong teams they have never order plane tickets you can't bring
seen play before.
everyone," Winger said. "Since
"New Mexico State is a highly it's the first tournament of the
ranked team, and Wichita State and spring, I can only go off of how
Houston both have good teams," they performed in the fall."
Winger said. "The southern teams
But to give a chance to the rest
are always good."
of the team. Winger is using their
Oral Roberts and Nebraska week-long spring break trip to see
will also be in the field, making who will compete in the three
this one of the deepest tour- tournaments before the MAC
naments the Falcons will face championship. Freshman Spencer
all season. Miami University is Berk will join the team after he
the only other MAC school that was ruled ineligible for academic
will compete in the tournament reasons in the fall.
with the Falcons.
The Falcons will spend their
Because it is the first tournament spring break in the Orlando, Fla.,
for the Falcons since mid-October, area practicing as much as they can
Winger has chosen to continue outdoors, since the weather limits
with his most experienced line up
See GOLF | Page 7
for the Rice Tournament.
"It's not a secret; the team
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MAC Championships come to BG

Prochaska named MAC P0TW

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us

Next Friday and Saturday, Feb. 25-26. BG wi

Senior Lauren Prochaska lias been named the Mid-

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

host the MirJ-American Conference indoortrack

American Conference player of the week for the

your account and search "BG News
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Get to know the Falcons: women's
basketball player Maggie Hennegan
Compllad by Ryan Sann.r

High School: St. Ursula

Reporter

Maggie Hennegan is a redField of Study: MBA
shin senior on the Falcon basQuick Facts
ketball team. A 6-foot forward
and a team captain, she was
Pre-game ritual: Eat at
recently named to the Capital Bob's, nap, straighten my hair
One Academic All-District 4 while listening to the ''pump
Team, first team.
up" playlist
Prior to Saturday night's
game at Eastern Michigan,
she was averaging 9 points Graduating from undergrad
and 5.5 rebounds per game. and as a team making it to the
Hennegan is an 88.7 percent NCAA tournament
free-throw shooter and is
shooting 52.4 percent from
Pet peeve: Losing (especialthe field. She leads the team ly in the game Guess Who)
in blocked shots with 26.
"Maggie's been a great addiPerson most admired: My
tion since her transfer to BG Mom
from Saint Louis," said coach
Curt Miller. "She is a tremenPerson I'd like to meet:
dous leader, and was named Barack Obama
a team captain before she
even played in a game at BG.
First job: Worked at
That gives you an idea of the LaRosa's, a pizza restaurant
impact she has on our pro- in Cincinnati
gram in the locker room and
the respect that she has from
Plans fpr 2011 Spring Break:
BYRONMACK
In •■ U.v
her teammates."
Playing in the MAC tournaDRIBBLE: Maqgip Hennegan dribbles the ball up court earlier this season
"She is a competitive per- ment in Cleveland
son, and is one of my favorites
to coach, because you know
After graduation plans:
and "Private Practice"
artists:
Dave
what you're going to get out Going to New York City with
Books: "Mountains Beyond
of her each and every day in my Mom, Hong Kong to visit Matthews Band
Mountains" by Tracy Kidder
practice and in games. I wish my Uncle and finding a job in
Actor/Actress: Matt Damon
we had her from the begin- Columbus
and Hilary Swank
Stores: H&M and The
ning, but it has been a pleasure to coach Maggie in the
Limited
Favorites
Movies: "Remember the
two years that we've had her."
Titans"
and "Billy Madison"
Foods:
Spinach
artichoke
Hobbies: Looking for a
Background
dip and PF Chang's lettuce
puppy to get next summer
TV shows: "Modern Family" and bike riding
wraps
: Cincinnati

Tennessee Titans hire former Browns
head coach as offensive coordinator
ByT.r...M.W.Ik.r
The Associated Press

NASHVILLE. Tenn. — Titans
head coach Mike Munchak
has filled his second coordinator job by hiring Chris
Palmer, a former head coach
with the Cleveland Browns
who spent last season coaching in the UFL.
The Titans announced
the hiring Tuesday afternoon,
shortly before
Munchak is due to introduce his new defensive
coordinator )erry Gray.
Munchak said in a statement through the team that
he talked to a number of candidates and that Palmer fits
what he wanted.
"Chris has a wealth of experience as a coordinator and
a coach," Munchak said. "He
is a great teacher of the game
and has been around a variety
of good coaches and winning
football programs. He has

helped develop many good
quarterbacks and understands what that process is
like, as he raised their games
to a high level over time."
That quality is very crucial
for the Titans who plan to
either release or trade Vince
Young this offseason after five
seasons with the franchise.
The Titans want to draft a
new quarterback and likely
add a veteran as well.
Palmer spent last season as head coach of the
United Football League's
Hartford Colonels.
But he was head coach of
the Browns for two seasons
as an expansion franchise in
1999-2000, and he also spent
seven seasons in the AFC
South as offensive coordinator with Jacksonville and
Houston. He helped Mark
Brunei! post his highest passer rating of his career in 1997
at 91.2, and he was the first
coordinator for the Tcxans as
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

teacher of the game and has been
around a variety of good coaches."
Mike Munchal: I Titans' head coach

player for the franchise.
They've known each other
for 21 years, and Palmer
called Munchak an outstanding player and terrific coach.
"I am excited to be joining the staff. Offensively, I
am very impressed with the
personnel they already have
in place, but it doesn't matter what level you are talking
about — high school, college,
pro—you are only going to be
as good as your quarterback,
and that will be something
we work on," Palmer said.
Palmcralsowasheadcoach
at Boston University and New
Haven in the college ranks.
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From Page 6
their outdoor workouts in
Howling Green. While they
are in Florida, they will also
compete in a one-day tournament with MAC rival Ball
State University. That tournament won't be an NCAA
sanctioned event, it's more
for the players to get experience playing other opponents.
"Florida is going to be

From Page 6

coordinator and a coach. He is a great
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE. I

RECAP

"Chris has a wealth of experience as a

an expansion franchise working with David Carr.
He was quarterbacks coach
with the New York Giants
between 2007 and 2009 working with Eli Manning, including their Super Bowl run
when Manning was named
the game's MVP.
Palmer worked with
Bill Parcells with the New
England Patriots between
1993 and 1996as wide receiver
coach and quarterback coach.
He started working in the
NFL with the then-Houston
Oilers as the wide receiver
coach between 1990 and 1992
— when Munchak was still a

THEBGNEWS SUDOKU

as well too."
Akron pushed its lead to
40 points at the 8:08 mark
in the second half on a
McClanahan 3-pointer off a
Darryl Roberts assist.
The two, along with
Quincy Diggs, combined for
51 points and 14 rebounds handing BG its second-worst
home loss of the season.
The Falcons' 35-point
loss was one point fewer
than their 91-54 setback to
Duquesne on Nov. 11.
Auston Calhoun scored
18 points and grabbed six
rebounds for BG, while Scott
Thomas added 10 points and
eight boards.
The Falcons made just 19of-62 shots on the night as
they coupled bad offense
with bad defense.
BG was outerbounded 4433, including 33-17 on the
defensive end, and was outscored 34-19 off the bench.
"It was a tough game to

important for the whole
team," Winger said. "Every
time we'll play in Florida,
they'll be competing for a
spot."
After the team's spring
break, the Falcons will
only have three tournaments before the MAC
Championship. With trips to
the University of Kentucky.
Ball State and Purdue, the
Falcons should have plenty
of chances to get in form
to make a run for the MAC
title.

go through," said Falcons'
coach Louis Orr. "We didn't
have any answers ... offensively, defensively. This is
definitely an attention-getter for me."
The Zips' 89 points were
the second-most given up by
BG all season.
"We didn't play very gcxxl
defense tonight. "Thomassaid.
"They got wide open threes
that weren't contested."
After the game BG held
a players only meeting and
talked about coming together as a team.
"We just have to bounce
back,"Thomassaid. "We've
been here before, we just
have to recover. We're still
in the hunt."
The loss drops the Falcons
to 12-14 overall and 7-5 in the
MAC. while Akron improves to
16-10 and 7-5 in the conference.
BG is in a four-way tie
for fourth in the league
standings.
Up next for the Falcons is
a trip to Youngstown State
on Saturday for the ESPN
Bracket Busters game.

willow House Apts. 830 4th St BG
1 bdrs/1 bath/dishwasher/
disposal/AC/
free ofl street parking

im m ■

APARTMENTS

TO FIT EVERY NEED!

111/113 FlndlayP1t<eAp<s.-Portage Ohio
2/3bdrms REMODELED.
Garage space/lott style bldg
1 bath/pels extra

Call (or an appointment/check out the web site

419-353-5800

WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY16 - 7:00pm
AVDEHSOH AREKA

The Falcons will host their final Pink Zone Game in Anderson Arena on
February 16. The first 1,000 fans in attendance will receive pink BGSU
t-shirts as we look to "Pink Out" Anderson Arena for the final time. So wear
pink and come cheer on the Falcons as they look to feast on the Bobcats!

Www.meccabg.com
1045 N. Main St 7B
Bowling Green, OH

FALCONS YB. Ohio

911.AGSU.TICKET
Avery House Apts. 326 N. Main St. BG
eltnencies/'bdrs.
Close to downtown
1 oft street parking space per unit

FREE T-SHIRT

flGSUFALG0IIS.COM
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The Daily Crossword Fix The Tanning Center
1
2
3
4
5

Dandies
Shouted, say
Septi- plus one
Vegas opener
Joel who was the first actor
to portray Dr. Kildare
6 No longer squeaky
7 Adidas rival
8 Badge material
9 Snow pack?
10 Hockshop receipt
11 Beatnik's "Got it"
12 Calaboose compart- 35 Put through a sieve
38 "The Flying _ ':
ment
Wagner opera
13 Pants part
18 2009 Series winners 42 Explode
44 Padre's hermana
23 Lend a hand
45 See 33-Down
25 Synthetic fiber
47 Memento
26 Congressionally
48 Pre-Easter penod
change
49 Hodgepodge
27 The king of France?
28 Atom with a negative 50 "Uh-oh, I dropped it!'
51 Big smile
charge
52 Crisp, filled tortilla
29 Remora
53 Sot
30 Mamas' mates
54 First-year law student
31 Hotel client
57 Ring icon
32 Sharp ridge
33 With 45-Down, Middle 58 Sylvester, e.g.
Ages quarantine area
1 Coon jester
5 Zoo barriers
** 1 - and 64-Across, and the
first words of the four longest
10 Sourdough's ground breaker
puzzle answers
14 Quint's boat in "Jaws"
Retain
15 Polite
Cranny
relative
16 Yemen seaport
*°
Mountains
17 Country smgerwith the 1961 hit41 Russia's
ANSWERS
"Crazy"
f "Beau '
Kitchen
areas,
perhaps
19Tnckery
«
45 Fastening pin
20 -mo replay
1 0 0 i
' N N 1 '<■> s 0 1
4 Cereal gram
d 1 N
21 Vicinity
°
3 N 0 V
" 3 1 1
0 1 3
0 * a V
22 Submerge while sitting poolside.47 Also
N I V
Sponge for grunge
0 1
as one's feet
iM 1 1 0 o 1 H v 1
Play a round
0 u 1 I 3 3 i a
24 Australian folk hero Kelly
Timing lead-in
II 3 I 1 0 3 I 1 J 1 i 3 N 1 a
25 Mine entrance
"The Time Machine" race
1 V H n
x J J h
1 1 9 } e
26 49th state
s 3 d n a 0 1 H 3
Shameful emblem in Genesis
a 3 3
30 Like the son in a parable of
DID
H
n
N
d
|
Puppy bites
3
V
N 3 n
Jesus
1 v 3 1 <i 0 d d I *Hs » 1 *
Mmdy. to Mork?
34 Bills of fare
a
V
H
1 i
| i i
Teen bane
35 Sudden ache
3 1 0 N V 0 I y 3 a V 1
Reggae musician Peter
' s
36 Heal
1 1 1 " ■ 1 N i 1 3 A'S 1 V d
Doofus
37 Old Norse mariner
t
N
3
vli
A
1
0
11
0
0
1
Hammer or sickle
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CHARGE: BGs Luke Kraus attempts to drive past an Akron defender in BGs 89-54 loss Tuesday night
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Services Offered
Campus Quarters Sports Bar
FREE POOL Wed 4p-Close!
Great Drink Specials All Day!
Across from Harshman
Shsmrock Sloragt
Many sizes Near BGSU
ShamrockBG com 419-354-0070

Help Wanted
IBARTENDING' up to $300/day.
No exp necessary, training provided call 800-965-6520x174
Awesome summer job in Maine!
If you're looking to spend this
summer outdoors, have fun while
you work, and make lifelong
friends, then look no further.
Camp Mataponl. a children's
summer camp, has positions
available m Land Sports
(lacrosse, soccer, basketball, softball, volleyball, field hockey),
Waterfront (sailing, canoeing,
waterskimg, life guarding, WSI,
boat drivers). Ropes Course.
Tennis, H B Riding. Arts & Crafts.
Theater, Dance. Gymnastics.
Video. Photography, Nurses.
Maintenance, Cooking and more
Top salaries plus room/board &
travel provided Call us today at
561 -748-3684 or apply online at:
www campmataponi com
Bridges to Transition Job Coach
Provide job coaching, using a
multi-faceted approach with emphasis on systematic instruction
70 hours biweekly $12.80 per hr
Must have high school diploma or
GED Experience working with
individuals who have developmental disabilities preferred.
Application deadline
is 2/28/11 at 12:00 noon
Application may be obtained at:
CES, 705 W Newton Rd. BG
419-352-5059. EEO
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525 Ridge I 419-353-3588
10 beds, 1 booth • no appt. needed
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Help Wanted

For Rent

AVON products sign up to sell!

1 BR apt avail 3/15 for sub-lease,
small security deposit reqiured.

Earn 40V S10 start up. free gift.
Call Kim at 419-353-0494
Play Sports1 Have Fun! Save
Money! Maine camp needs counselors for all land, adventure &
water sports Great summer!
888-844-8080. apply
campceilaf.com
SUMMER OF YOUR LIFEI
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS Children's sleep-away camp.
Northeast Pennsylvania.
6/18-8/14.
If you love children and want a
caring, lun environment we need
Counselors lor Tennis. Swimming, Golf, Gymnastics, Cheerleading, Drama. High & Low
Ropes. Team Sports. Waterskimg. Sailing. Painting/Drawing.
Ceramics. Sllkscreen, Pnntmaking. Batik, Jewelry, Calligraphy.
Photography. Sculpture, Guitar,
Aerobics, Self-Defense, Video,
Piano Other Administrative.
CDL Driver Nurses
(RN's and Nursing Students),
Bookkeeper, Nanny
On campus interviews on
February 23. Select The Camp
That Selects The Best Staff!
Call 215-944-3069 or apply at
w»rw,cajTipwayriegiris com

For Rent
• Lrg 3 S 4 BR apis. $650 & up.
recently updated, small peta ok
619 High St. Call 216-337-6010.
1 & 2BR apt, Free Heat & Water!
$99 deposit special!
Pet Friendly! 419-353-7715
www varsitysguareapts.com

For Rent

2,3 & 4BR apts and duplexes,
Scott Hamilton. 4th & 5th St.
Avail May 4 August 2011.
Pets welcome Call 419-409-1110

Lrg 2BR modern townhouse.
spiral staircase, vaulted ceilings,
garage, new kitchen & bath. A/C
Avail 8/11 S650/mo 419-352-1104

ffiftC".

S beds, 2 booths ■ appt. available

or 419-352-4456

For Rent

www.rutterdudley.com
3 BR house, 404 S College
S625/mo plus util.
Available Aug, call 419-352-4850
4 BR house, 1st block of Manville.
May to May lease
Call 419-3S2-S239.
426 E Wooster, 3 bedroom,
$950/mo, utils Inc. avail 8/2011.
Call 419-352-5882.
5BR, 5 person house, all amenities, close to campus, $1100/mo.
Avail (or 11-12 sy - year lease.
Call 352-1584 or 353-8611.
AVAIL NOW / 300 E Merry St.
1 & 2 BR apt free internet,
low as 199/mo. see CartyRentals,
all next to campus 353-0325.
Avail August 2011, 3 BR houses,
excellent cond.close to BGSU:
812 3rd St - S800/mo
832 3rd St - S850/mo.
606 5th St - S800/mo.
112 Clay SI ■ SBOO/mo
118ClaySt-S950/mo.
218DillSt-$1,000/mo.
3BR apt-443 N. Enterprise-$550.
1 BR apt -112 Ridge - $325/mo.
Call 419-308-2456 for more info.

1 room etfic, shared bath,
coed only, turn, avail 7/15/11.
3BR house, avail Aug 15. 2011,
large 3BR apt. avail August 1st

Etfic. 1 & 2 BR apts. May or Aug

11-12 sy, tew houses remain,
next to campus, 419-353-0325
also see CartyRentals com
Also 1 8 2 BR apts, avail. 1/1/11

993 S Main 419-353-8826

Call 419-706-8589

Brick home, 2BR. nice, near
campus. $750/mo. avail 7/2011.
Call 352-5882.

1, 2 8 3 BR apts by on Manville.
next to water tower.
Call 419-352-5239

1/

TanningCenterBG.com

2 BR-404 1/2 S College
$675/mo * utilities, A/C. w/D incl.
Avail Aug Call 419-352-4850

1 BR apt. 854 8th St, $400/mo t
elec w/ $400 security dep.
No pets Call 419-392-3354

Call 419-601-3225.

Center/I SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT Sen^ 0O

May • 12 month leases
424 S. Summit -studio - $275/mo
230 N. Enterprise -1br - $385/mo
322 E. Court • 1br - $455/mo.
453 S. Prospect - 1br - $330/mo.
266 Manville -2br-$610/mo.
420 S. College - 3br - $690/mo.
837 3rd St - 3br ■ 5855/mo
www.BGApartmenK.com
419-352-8917

tlVYWOODAPTS..
Studios/1 Bdrm

M'ltlM./MMMIK

Sign one year lease, get half
of 1-' month's rent I HI I !
•Near BGSU

•Private patio/entrance
•Extra storage
•Pets welcome
•Short-term leases available
419-352-7691 nto
cormorantco.com

J

For Rent
May houses - close to campus:
145«248Troup-3BR.
201 ft 1/2 S. College - 5 BR.
128 & 1/2 S. Summit-6 BR.
Call 419-308-0736 for full listings

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC.
19-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3, M-F.
www.BGApartmenta.com

Shamrock Studio Apts lor lease
Semester leases, furnished.
We provide all util, cable. WiFi.
cats allowed. Call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG.com

NEW REDUCED RENTI
HOUSES. HOUSES. HOUSES!
4BR houses w/ A/C, W/D.
249 Manville - $975/mo
3BR houses:

The Highlands -220 Napoleon Rd

$365-$395/mo ♦ elec.

227 S College - $900/mo

1 BR apts avail, newly updated,
laundry on site, great location,

419-352-6064, 500 Lehman,
www.froboserentals.com

Call 419-354-6036

VILLAGE

APAHTM

• Reduced Rate in
January/February 2011 *
* Apartments Available *
* Semester Leases *
* Minutes from BGSU.
a Pet friendly community *
* Heat included *

ENTS

"EXTRA, EXTRA"
READ All ABOUT IT!

CALL FOR SPECIALS!

First ten people
to sign a 12 month
lease receive a two
bdrm apt for a one
bdrm price!

Located at:
^-^
300 Napoleon Road 4iasV
in Howling Green ISJ (Only valid if signed before 2/28/11)

4»9-352"6335

For more info call 354-9740 or

• Newer construction

contact: ghoverson@woh.rr.com

• Two story duplexes

Jay-Mar 803/815 8th St - 2BR's,
$475-495/mo ♦gas/elec. A/C,
D/W, university shuttle, great
location! Call 419-354-6036.
www.bghighlandmgml.com

• 3 bedrooms 2 baths
• On site laundry

Large 1BR, near campus,
Avail Fall 2011. $475/mo,
utils incl. Call 419-352-5882

• No more then 3 tenants
• 9.5 & 12 month leases
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525 E. Merry

218 N. Enterprise
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224 Crim

• $875 (12/mo)
CALL ABOUT SPECIALS GOING ON!

• 842/846/723 7th street
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• Ceramic tile

North Main Street Location Only • One lime Purchase

jtfmfccA

(419)353-5800

Management ItlC www.meccabg.com

— EXPIRES 2/28/1 1 —

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

•Two bedroom houses/apartments
• Close to campus

